Direct Dial in (DDI)
1. Service description
Direct Dialling In (or DDI for short) is used when lines are connected to a PBX to allow incoming
calls to be routed directly to an extension by dialling the appropriate number. This is instead of
the caller having to dial a switchboard operator and being transferred through to the person /
department they are calling.
DDI is available on analogue, ISDN2 or ISDN30 lines. DDI number ranges are allocated in
blocks of 100 for analogue and blocks of 10 numbers for ISDN lines. Each extension then has a
specific number from this range.

2. Charging structure
Structure is dependent on whether or not DDI is required on analogue, ISDN2 or ISDN30 lines.
In the case of analogue lines utilising DDI, a technical / management connection fee and annual
rental charge are raised for this service. A management / data charge is also incurred on initial
application for DDI. There is a further management connection charge and connection and
rental charges for additional blocks of DDI numbers requested.
For DDI over ISDN an initial set up charge is raised together with connection and rental charges
per block of 10 DDI numbers requested.
For DDI on ISDN30 the first 10 DDI numbers per channel are provided free. As an example, if a
customer orders 20 channels of ISDN30 they are entitled to up to 200 DDI numbers free of the
DDI connection and rental charges. The initial DDI set up charge would still apply.
Alternatively, if the customer ordered 20 channels of ISDN30 and requests 300 DDI numbers
they will be entitled to 200 DDI numbers free of DDI connection and rental charges but the final
100 DDI numbers would incur DDI connection and rental charges at the appropriate rate per
block of 10 numbers.
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Connection Charge

Annual Rental

Service
Ex VAT

Inc. VAT

Ex VAT

Inc. VAT

£1,750.00

£2,100.00

£1,080.00

£1,296.00

£140.00

£168.00

£126.12

£151.34

£360.00

£432.00

£360.00

£432.00

£710.00

£852.00

£360.00

£432.00

Management Charge

£180.00

£216.00

DDI per 10 numbers

£36.00

£43.20

£210.00

£252.00

DDI via PSTN (analogue)
Technical / Management charge per installation
DDI Exchange Line
Management / Data Build Charge per 100
Numbers
Subsequent Data Build charge for additional
numbers allocated
Each additional 100 Numbers allocated at the
same time.

N/A
£360.00

£432.00

DDI over ISDN 2
N/A
£48.00

£57.60

DDI over ISDN 30
Per number range
10 DDI numbers per ISDN 30 channel (free)
Additional 10 DDI numbers (provided in blocks
of 10)

£0.00
£11.00

Number reservation (per block of 10)
DDI Number Break - Out*

N/A

£13.20
N/A

£36.00

£43.20

£0.00
£42.00

£50.40

£42.00

£50.40

£48.00

£57.60

*Covers up to 10 individual numbers from one DDI Block of 10. If numbers are taken from multiple
DDI Blocks of 10, then the customer will be charged for the number of DDI Blocks affected. For
example, 3 numbers from 3 separate DDI Blocks, this will be 3 times the above charge.
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